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MEV DAO project summary: 
A team of developers all around the world, working 24/7 into making and researching the most 
profitably flashbots in crypto. To access these bots, interested investors must hold at least 1000 
$MEVDAO. Holders earn from every profitable bundle passively. Also users can pay a 
subscription to access the bots individually.


MEV DAO development system: 
We will focus on creating bots in ethereum mainnet using flashbots that use sandwiching, 
arbitrage, liquidations and any other system that’s profitable from exploiting the mempool 
information.


Sandwich bot: 
The team will develop a sandwich bot for uniswap V2 types of exchanges as the main bot. Then 
they will work on a uniswap V3 sandwiching bot.


In-house Built Snipe Bot and subscription: 
We’ll develop a sniping bot to capture investment opportunities faster than ever by discovering 
liquidity unlock events and others. The sniping bot leverages flashbots to land on the absolute 
best position when a token is listed. Users can subscribe to MEVDAO premium to access the 
sniping bot and others for independent use, essentially renting bleeding-edge developments 
made by us.


$MEVDAO Benefits: 
Token holders earn 20% of every successful bundle made by the bots. When the team loses 
money from a targeted attack or an unprofitable bundle, token holders are unaffected. To receive 
rewards holders must stake at least 1000 $MEVDAO on the dapp.


Token holders can vote on the DAO to decide what bots to develop and what to research next.


Tokenomics: 
A fixed supply of 1 million tokens. 5% buy / sell taxes. Where initially 4% will be used for 
marketing and growth while the other 1% for liquidity.


Users can stake their MEVDAO tokens to receive a 20% of the sandwich profits. Stake at least 
1000 MEVDAO tokens to receive 20% of the profits from the sandwich, arbitrage and any other 
bots made by MEVDAO. 

 
By just holding 2000 MEVDAO tokens, users have access to the premium MEVDAO bots.


Distributed 30% on the token sale, 20% for the team, 20% for marketing, 10% liquidity, 10% 
future raises and 10% as a reserve.


Roadmap: 
Q3 2023: Creation of the whitepaper and one pager, website creation, social media setup, 
telegram setup and growth, first listing on uniswap, CMC and CG.

Q4 2023: Second influencer campaign, listing on 3 CEXs, reach 1000 holders. Complete the first 
profitable bot.

Q1 2024: Creation and polish of the sniping bot, reach 10,000 holders and influencer campaign.

Q2 2024: Improve the created bots, explore AI development and trading opportunities and next 
influencer campaign. Explore a funded trader program creation.


